
Technical Services Committee Meeting 
10/25/18   9:30 – 11:30 a.m. 
Bernards Township Library 
 
     MEETING MINUTES 
 
1.  Welcome and Introductions 
 -meeting called to order by Marcia Lubansky; Jim Collins and Jeanne Mauriello were re-introduced 
 -Marcia introduced Phillip Berg, Executive Director of MAIN 

-Phil presented a brief MAIN update, mentioning the newly available 4/5-day loan periods and 
the recent API integration of Cloud Library with Polaris 

 -integration increases the discoverability of Cloud e-items for PAC patrons 
 -Bibliotheca/Polaris is still in process of importing all MARC records    

 
2.  Marcia requested a scribe (Donna Rasmussen) for minutes 
 
3.  Old Business 
 Cataloging: 

-rules for submitting on-order cataloging requests were reviewed (see agenda) 
-libraries may still submit form to become on-order requesting libraries; note responsibilities  
-rules for submitting media cataloging requests were reviewed (see agenda) 

-no on-order media cataloging requests 
-for all cataloging requests, extra content in “notes/special instructions” field of the electronic 
 request form is encouraged by Jeanne; OCLC records can be hard to find 
 
Linking: 

 -common linking mistakes were reviewed; see notes on agenda 
  -particular care should be taken to follow rules for correct “volume” field data entry, 

 especially with DVD “DISC 1-(x)” entries, or patron holds will be adversely affected 
  -if BIB record includes the volume number, do not repeat it in the “volume” field when 

 linking 
  -change the default “In-Process” status designation to “On-Order” as appropriate 

-to avoid generating a pop-up window block when linking audiobooks, consider using the suffix field 
when needed; the “volume” field should be used only for entering multiple 
disc numbers in visual media  

 -attention should be paid to choosing correct records for all item types, especially DVD vs. BR vs. 
             combo packs 
 -differences between LEAP and Polaris functionality were discussed throughout 
 
 Maintenance: 

-please clean up faulty records; Marcia has distributed reports to each library to be used to eliminate 
 record errors (such as barcode mistakes starting with 1* and 978*) 
-please delete unused record sets and rename sets according to recommended naming procedures 
-TechTips are useful and are updated: staff.mainlib.org/polaris-tech-tips 
 

4.  Demo 
 -Bill Harrison (Parsippany) demonstrated bulk change in LEAP, report location and access, 
  and other LEAP functionality requested by attendees 
  -“orphan” on-order records should be checked and processed 
  -Multiple-copy handling in Polaris was demonstrated; not yet in LEAP 



  -LEAP record sets demonstrated for multiple functions (hold lists for later use, tracking 
 summer reading, et.al.) 
-differences between LEAP bulk change and Polaris functions were highlighted 

 -Marcia pointed out that, at this time, there is no ad-hoc bulk change capability in LEAP; 
  processing options were discussed 

     
 
5.  New Business 
 -Additional focus is needed on regularly updating skeletal BIB records; regardless of source of 
  on-order requests; if we see skeletal records when linking items, please e-mail an update request 

 to catalogingrequests@mainlib.org 
 -any info you have to submit with the request (ISBN, pagination, etc.) is very helpful 

-initial and on-order cataloging requests should still be made via the request form 
 available on the staff website 

 -Please review your library’s reference materials to ensure item records correctly reflect a non- 
 holdable status 
 -a Simply Reports query is easiest way to address; Marcia listed search parameters 
-Demand maintenance was discussed: group holds, redirecting problem holds, addressing/resolving 
 “volume” field errors and other causes of hindered holds 
-New rules for limiting holds availability to your patrons only:  We were reminded to reduce the time 
period from 90 days to 60 days for exclusivity for all new media items. 
-Support of suggested limitation to visual recording material types:  It was agreed to support the 
 proposal to simplify GMD for DVDs; catalog entries would reflect a single designation of DVD, 
 rather than the three current designations (see agenda). Blu-ray materials remain unaffected 
-Marcia reiterated the timing specs for new cataloging requests: 

-media records should only be requested when item is in-hand or 30 days prior to 
 publication (max) 
-book records should be requested no longer than 6 months prior to publication date 
 -a suggestion was made to consider changing the 6-month lead time to a 

 3-month period for cataloging requests; discussion under consideration 
-effective 10/26, Bernards Township new e-mail for all staff members: @bernardslibrary.org 

 
6.  Questions/Additional Discussion 
 -small adjustments to the electronic Cataloging Request Form were requested, and the form has 

 since been updated 
 -the use of the subfield “realia” was discussed 
 -alphabetization of item templates was discussed; it was suggested to control-shift-a to sort 
 -LEAP limitations reviewed: 
  -cannot create templates 
  -cannot create multiple new item record copies at one time; it was suggested to link 

 one item record at a time, then copy record 
  -cannot create labels 
  -cannot perform ad hoc bulk changes 
 
7.  Meeting adjourned 

mailto:catalogingrequests@mainlib.org

